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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the 2011 Legislative Session, the 61st Wyoming Legislature passed a referendum to amend the Wyoming Constitution known as the Health Care Freedom Amendment (“HCFA”). The amendment will be placed on the ballot in the 2012 general election, and if ratified will provide strong protection of individual liberty. The HCFA would codify a legal basis upon which to challenge the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“PPACA”), but it is just as important for the protections it would secure from state government.

The HCFA’s challenge against the federal PPACA combines a number of judicial threads to weave a strong tie of freedom. The first thread is “Incorporation,” i.e., federal enforcement of the individual rights contained in the Bill of Rights against state and local governments. Building on this, we look to Judicial Federalism. This doctrine originally focused on making state constitutions more protective of the rights described within the federal Bill of Rights, but has expanded to include rights that are only recognized in state constitutions. When a state provides more protection for a federal constitutional right, there is no ground to appeal a state constitutional question to the United States Supreme Court. These traditions must be considered in light of the Ninth and Tenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, which provide that the Bill of Rights is not the end-all be-all of individual rights; citizens need not amend the U.S. Constitution in order to protect individual rights within their own state. These three threads, combined with the HCFA, should protect an individual’s health care choices from both federal and state infringements.

Section (a) of the Wyoming HCFA protects health care decisions. Because this applies to the purchase of health insurance, it directly opposes the PPACA individual mandate, and protects the use of new innovative treatments, alternative medicine, and other procedures that may provide a cure. This section also solidifies the right to refuse treatment. Section (b) of the HCFA prohibits restrictions on direct payment and acceptance of direct payment for (Continued on next page)
care. Section (c) reserves to the Wyoming Legislature the ability to restrict health care decisions in reasonable and necessary ways that protect both the health and general welfare of the people. These might include requiring certain immunizations in the event of an outbreak of a disease, restricting recreational drugs, restricting assisted suicide and, if *Roe v. Wade* is ever overturned, further restricting or banning abortion. Finally, section (d) of the HCFA requires the Wyoming government to pursue policies that will buttress health care freedom rather than whittle it away and gives standing to the Wyoming Attorney General to defend individuals and the state from federal incursions into health care freedom.

Whether or not the PPACA remains in effect, the HCFA is a necessary addition to the Wyoming Constitution. In the continuing struggle between individual liberty and government power, a ratified HCFA would paint a line that government cannot cross. The HCFA would require government to formulate policies that respect health care freedom. Such policies have the potential to lower costs and increase the effectiveness of Wyoming’s health care system as individuals select and purchase the care they want. If the HCFA is ratified, it will be a first step on the road to market-driven health care; its language securing our fundamental right to make our own health care decisions will ensure that journey starts off on the right foot.
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INTRODUCTION

In the 2011 Legislative Session, the 61st Wyoming Legislature passed Senate Joint Resolution 2, a referendum to amend the Declaration of Rights in the Wyoming Constitution with a new section. Known as the Health Care Freedom Amendment (“HCFA”), this was the third year that such an amendment was considered by the state legislature, and in the wake of other states passing similar amendments it received strong support across Wyoming. The amendment will be placed on the ballot in the 2012 general election. If more than 50% of those voting vote “yes,” the Amendment will become part of the Wyoming Constitution. The language of the Amendment is straight-forward:

Article 1, Section 38.
Right of health care access.

(a) Each competent adult shall have the right to make his or her own health care decisions. The parent, guardian or legal representative of any other natural person shall have the right to make health care decisions for that person.

(b) Any person may pay, and a health care provider may accept, direct payment for health care without imposition of penalties or fines for doing so.

(c) The legislature may determine reasonable and necessary restrictions on the rights granted under this section to protect the health and general welfare of the people or to accomplish the other purposes set forth in the Wyoming Constitution.

(d) The state of Wyoming shall act to preserve these rights from undue governmental infringement.

If ratified, the HCFA will provide strong protection of individual liberty. It will defend our property rights to use our own income and personal funds for health care purchases, and go so far as to protect the decisions we make for diet and exercise. Although most Wyomingites, like most Americans, are greatly concerned with the affordability and availability of health care, they do not support state solutions that coerce individuals into a large, centralized system. In matters of state-run health care, the government “solutions” not only suppress liberty; they fail to live up to their promises.

The response to government-controlled health care is not simply pragmatic. It calls forth the understanding that government exists to secure individuals’ rights that are “endowed by their creator.” There was a time—the first 200 years of the Republic—that the rights and virtues inherent in the HCFA (voluntary exchange, altruism, etc.) did not have to be specifically enumerated. That time has, unfortunately, passed. Fortunately, the efforts of those who deny natural rights do not stand unchallenged, and one such correction is embodied in the HCFA.

The HCFA provides a legal basis upon which to challenge the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“PPACA”). The current challenges against the PPACA focus on the individual mandate, a requirement that individuals purchase government-approved health insurance or pay a tax penalty. These challenges are all based on the Commerce Clause. If the commerce argument fails, the HCFA could be used to challenge the individual mandate provi-
sion on Ninth and Tenth Amendment grounds. The HCFA also provides a legal basis for protecting against over-reaching by state government. This benefit was widely overlooked in the debate surrounding legislative approval. This paper discusses how the HCFA’s broad protection of health care decisions could serve to protect the people of Wyoming from both federal and state interference into health care decisions and provide an anchor for innovative, market-driven health care reform.

I. THE FEDERAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE HEALTH CARE FREEDOM AMENDMENT

The greatest backlash against the federal PPACA law focuses on a provision called the individual mandate, the requirement that all Americans purchase federally-approved health insurance by 2014. There are a number of high-profile lawsuits by states challenging the individual mandate on Commerce Clause grounds. Earlier this year, Wyoming joined the largest of these, the Florida suit. The Commerce Clause states that “The Congress shall have Power . . . To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian tribes.” The lawsuits challenge the mandate because, instead of regulating actual commerce, it requires individuals who are not engaging in commerce (not buying insurance) to perform that activity (buy insurance) that triggers Commerce Clause regulation. The states argue that a decision not to purchase a product is not an economic activity, and thus cannot be classified as “commerce” and is not within the pur-view of the Commerce Clause. At the time of this writing, both the Virginia and Florida cases are pending appeal to the Fourth and Eleventh Circuit Courts of Appeal, respectively. Both have favorable rulings behind them at District Courts.

It is very likely that the Supreme Court will hear and decide one or all of the Commerce Clause challenges before the people of Wyoming vote on the HCFA in November 2012. Should the individual mandate be upheld, how might Wyoming’s HCFA provide an alternative challenge to the individual mandate?

Such a challenge would utilize the Ninth and Tenth Amendments of the United States Constitution. The Ninth Amendment reads, “[t]he enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.” The Tenth Amendment states that “[t]he powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.” These amendments have not fared well in light of some case law, but an examination of the recent history of constitutional rights—the last 100 years or so—tells a different story. Implicitly, the principles of individual rights and federalism are alive and well. It is this rich history that provides the map to explicitly restoring the Ninth and Tenth Amendments, and to preventing improper federal supremacy over state governments and individual rights such as health care freedom.
a. Incorporation and Judicial Federalism

The doctrines that implicitly recognize expansive rights under the Ninth and Tenth Amendments are Incorporation and Judicial Federalism. “Incorporation” concerns the federal enforcement of the individual rights contained in the Bill of Rights against state and local government. The Incorporation cases follow the Fourteenth Amendment, which was ratified in 1865 and declares that “[no] State [shall] deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” The most recent affirmation of Incorporation is in 2010’s *McDonald v. City of Chicago* decision. Here the United States Supreme Court ruled that the Second Amendment—the right to bear arms—applies to the city of Chicago, and that the city’s handgun ban violates the right. The Second Amendment is one of the last parts of the Bill of Rights to be incorporated. Incorporation affirms that there are freedoms that cannot be infringed by any level of government in the United States. Just as importantly, the history of Incorporation shows that judges are still aware of this.

In the late 20th Century, scholars studying the Incorporation cases of the time—and even some judges who were making the rulings—began to advocate for greater protection of individual rights in state constitutions. Justice William Brennan of the United States Supreme Court weighed in with unequivocal support. This movement, known as Judicial Federalism, originally focused on making state constitutions more protective only of those rights described in the federal Bill of Rights, in particular of the Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable search and seizure. Recently, the philosophy has expanded: “The New Judicial Federalism recognizes that the United States Constitution is the baseline or the starting point for many basic freedoms, and state courts now commonly turn to state constitutions to support broader protections for such freedoms.” Unlike expansion of freedom through judicial interpretation, in the case of the HCFA the courts could base their rulings on an individual right specifically recognized by the people of Wyoming. Not only must federal, state, and local governments respect the Bill of Rights pursuant to Incorporation; the federal government must respect state constitutions that are even more protective of individual rights. Incorporation and Judicial Federalism build a basis for answering the question of how the PPACA relates to the HCFA: can federal statutes be allowed to trump the rights that states reserve for their citizens?

b. Ninth and Tenth Amendment Principles versus the Supremacy Clause

Currently federal law exerts near-absolute supremacy over the states, purportedly under the Supremacy Clause: “This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made in the pursuance thereof . . . shall be the supreme law of the land . . . .” But the Supremacy Clause is not a rubber stamp, because the Constitution is limited to enumerated powers; this is made clear in its wording and in the original understanding of the Ninth and Tenth Amendments. Securing
health care freedom—or any right at the state level—is pointless if an ever-expansive federal government is able to subvert rights via a limitless interpretation of the Supremacy Clause. The maxims of individual rights and the proper state protection of them could reassert a just balance with Wyoming’s Health Care Freedom Amendment.

Pursuant to the Ninth Amendment, the Bill of Rights is not the end-all be-all of individual rights; citizens are not required to amend the U.S. Constitution in order to protect individual rights within their own states. The Tenth Amendment complements this by unequivocally reserving all governmental powers not specifically granted to the federal government in the Constitution “to the states respectively, or to the people.” Based on the structure and wording of the Constitution, and following the spirit of Incorporation and Judicial Federalism, no government power may infringe upon state-recognized rights.

To be sure, the Supremacy Clause would still make the U.S. Constitution supreme as a minimum platform for protecting individual liberty and with regard to its enumerated federal powers. Assertions of individual rights are not meant to subvert or nullify the actions of the federal government; they are meant to restore the two-way street of federalism that the founders intended. The states cannot pass state constitutional amendments that commandeer authority over interstate commerce, or over the treaty power, nor can they declare freedom from the federal income tax, because all of these are specifically enumerated federal powers that cannot be overridden by state constitutions.

The matter of federal supremacy over rights recognized by states is not limited to health care freedom. Some states provide greater protections than the Fourth Amendment against search and seizure, but this protection is violated regularly because, as it currently stands, federal agencies (the FBI, etc.) are not required to respect more protective state constitutions. There are even instances where state police agencies have turned over cases to federal authorities in order to circumvent state constitutions. Proper recognition of the “dual” federalism contemplated by the Ninth and Tenth Amendments could remedy this by making the greatest protection supreme, whether it is derived from a state constitution or the U.S. Constitution. Absent dual federalism, greater state protections are not worth the paper their constitutions are printed on.

The long history of precedents that allowed the federal government to exert more and more control over the lives of citizens (with exceptions only for the federal Bill of Rights)—and act with appalling disregard of the Ninth and Tenth Amendments—may still be successfully challenged by the states. The current Commerce Clause challenges to the individual mandate are backed up by Wyoming’s HCFA. Provided the HCFA receives voter approval, the Wyoming Constitution could protect Wyoming residents from unwanted federal incursions into health care.
II. THE STATE IMPLICATIONS OF THE HEALTH CARE FREEDOM AMENDMENT

The debate surrounding the HCFA when it was before the 61st Legislature hinted at a key question: if the Supreme Court does strike down the individual mandate on commerce grounds, is there still need for an HCFA? The short answer is “yes, there is a need.” It will be just as important to ratify the HCFA whether the Supreme Court strikes down the individual mandate or not. This section discusses the state implications of the HCFA, taking each of the amendment’s four sections in turn.

a. Health Care Decisions

Section (a) of the HCFA states that “Each competent adult shall have the right to make his or her own health care decisions. The parent, guardian or legal representative of any other natural person shall have the right to make health care decisions for that person.”24 This language protects choice in health care for individuals and those whom they are responsible for. As this applies to the purchase of health insurance, it is this part of the amendment that directly opposes the PPACA individual mandate and establishes the argument made in the previous section. But the protection of the HCFA goes far beyond this at the state level.

While the 61st Wyoming Legislature considered the HCFA, there were concerns that the wording of the HCFA, if worded “health care choice,” could be conflated to protect abortion rights.25 In the event that Roe v. Wade26 and Planned Parenthood v. Casey27—the cases that recognize abortion rights—are overturned, legislators feared that this would make outlawing or restricting abortions in Wyoming difficult or impossible. This concern will be addressed in part (c) of this section, as will other limits on the rights under the HCFA. For this part, it should be noted that abortion is among the few areas where the Supreme Court has recognized a right to health care decisions;28 in other cases, it has recognized the right to refuse treatment.

If health care decisions are a protected right, options should include innovative treatments, alternative medicine, and other procedures that may provide a cure. In 2008, around 540,000 Americans travelled abroad to seek medical treatment.29 Known as “medical tourism,” Americans usually make these journeys because treatment is cheaper in other countries. However, they also make these trips to utilize treatments that are restricted or are not yet available in the United States. Effective treatments that are currently unavailable here include different types of cervical/lumbar artificial disc replacement and certain hyperthermia treatments for cancer.30 With the right to make health care decisions, these treatments may come to Wyoming and allow individuals to decide the best course of care.

The right to make medical decisions has a necessary corollary: the right to decide not to accept treatment. This right has already been recognized by the Supreme Court, most recently in Washington v. Glucksberg.31 In this case, in discussing the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause, the Court stated “We have also
assumed, and strongly suggested, that the Due Process Clause protects the traditional right to refuse unwanted lifesaving medical treatment.”32 The HCFA adopts this assumption and solidifies the right to refuse treatment.33

Some argue that if persons cannot afford certain treatments, they do not in fact have a right to health care decisions, since they cannot necessarily choose whatever treatment they want. Some go farther and advocate that health care itself is a human right, not a decision.34 It is beyond the scope of this paper to address the economic implications of health care reform: the Wyoming Liberty Group addresses the costs and effects of the PPACA and other government health care efforts in other studies, and offers market-driven alternatives.35 Suffice it to say, individual liberty is not exclusive of social welfare, and programs that sacrifice the former in the name of the latter succeed only in hampering both freedom and the well-being of those in need. Section (a) of the HCFA would unequivocally protect health care decisions, and would serve as a lasting addition to the Declaration of Rights in the Wyoming Constitution.

c. “Reasonable and necessary restrictions . . . to protect the health and general welfare”

The third section of the HCFA reads “The legislature may determine reasonable and necessary restrictions on the rights granted under this section to protect the health and general welfare of the people or to accomplish the other purposes set forth in the Wyoming Constitution.”37 This section of the amendment is the most disquieting: what is a right if it can be restricted? However, considering the legal implications of the language in this section, the broad grant of health care decisions in section (a) is only minimally restricted.

To begin, the latter portion of this part is half reservation, half truism: the legislature may pass restrictions “to accomplish the other purposes set forth in the Wyoming Constitution.” The Wyoming Constitution provides for certain mandated
health care systems that will continue unaffected by the HCFA because of this section. These include worker’s compensation,38 “the humane treatment of prisoners,”39 and other areas. In addition, the Wyoming Constitution may always be amended: it will be possible to add future reservations or undo the HCFA in its entirety.40

The first half of this part raises the most concern. Who will be able to restrain the legislature from abusing its power to “determine reasonable and necessary restrictions . . . to protect the health and general welfare”? The answer is twofold: the courts and the people of Wyoming. When considering a challenge to a restriction on health care freedom, the Wyoming courts will look at these requirements in their entirety. A restriction must not merely be reasonable, it must be necessary as well. Instead of simply presuming a “reasonable” need for a restriction, the legislature must establish that restriction is actually necessary. Furthermore, any such restrictions must be designed to protect both the health and general welfare of the people. Restrictions, then, may only serve for serious wide-scale problems that call upon the traditional police power of the state. Like the latter part of this section, this half of the section buttresses one of the original sections of the Wyoming Constitution.41

Originally understood, the police powers of each state “are numerous and indefinite.”42 It is up to the people of each respective state to determine the limits of these powers through their state constitutions and by holding elected leaders accountable. The police power is vast, and though the HCFA would curb its reach in health care, the drafters of the amendment have reserved the ability to restrict areas that Wyomingites do not believe are valid exercises of health care choice. This likely includes dealing with outbreaks of disease: if there is an epidemic such as smallpox, polio, or a wholly new disease, the state retains the power to force citizens to undergo quarantine, accept treatment or accept immunization for the safety of others.43 Another area is recreational drugs: as the nationwide medical marijuana debate continues, the Wyoming government will retain the right to regulate such drugs.44 Finally, although the HCFA protects the right to refuse medical treatment, it does not require allowing health providers to assist suicide.

As briefly mentioned in part (a) of this section, one of the greatest concerns during the HCFA debate regarded whether the amendment would protect abortion.45 Currently, this concern is largely irrelevant because abortion is protected as a right under the United States Constitution. If this is to be changed, it must be done so by either overturning Roe v. Wade in the courts or amending the United States Constitution to include the right to life.46 However, in the event that the federal constitution is changed, the HCFA would not be a hindrance to preventing abortion because of section (c). In fact, it is very likely that Wyoming would quickly adopt a right to life amendment to its own constitution. The abortion debate is as intense as ever, but neither side of it is served or hindered by the HCFA.

The limited reservation for the Wyoming government to exercise its police power
does not hurt the HCFA. All laws and powers are open to abuse, and it is up to the electorate and the judicial system to ensure government does not override the amendment if it is ratified. As worded, the reservation for the general welfare is narrow, while the protection of health care decisions is wide. This is nearly as strong as legal protections get.

d. Preservation of Rights

The final section of the HCFA reads “The state of Wyoming shall act to preserve these rights from undue governmental infringement.” This constitutional duty, so broadly stated, extends to all who take the oath of office in the legislative branch, the executive branch, and the judicial branch. This portion represents the commitment of the Wyoming government to pursue policies that will buttress health care freedom rather than whittle it away. It ensures that health care freedom is the supreme consideration when there is a tension between health care freedom and policy. This duty could play a pivotal role any time a health care bill is considered by the legislature, any time a regulatory body considers an action, and any time judges consider health care laws.

This section also serves to empower the Wyoming Attorney General to defend individuals and the state from federal incursions into health care freedom. A separate bill, H.B. 0039, was introduced by the Joint Labor, Health and Social Services Committee in the 2011 session to provide $500,000 in funds to the Attorney General to litigate such issues. However, this bill failed to pass in the Senate. It is unclear how far the Attorney General can pursue a health care freedom agenda absent specific funding, but the power to do so will be constitutional if the HCFA is passed.

The language of the Health Care Freedom Amendment is straightforward and means what it says. It secures the right to make health care decisions and preserves just enough power to prevent the state from slipping into medical anarchy and for the people to provide contours to what is health care and what is not. The HCFA would assert a strong federal challenge, but its restrictions on the powers of the state government would be far more encompassing. Thus, whether or not the PPACA remains in effect, the HCFA is a powerful bolster to the Declaration of Rights of the Wyoming Constitution.

III. “FREEDOM? THEN WHAT?” – THE ROADMAP TO MARKET-DRIVEN HEALTH CARE

The Health Care Freedom Amendment, by itself, does not address increasing health care costs in Wyoming. However, it is a necessary starting point on the roadmap to market-driven health care. In the continuing struggle between individual liberty and government power, the HCFA would paint a line that government cannot cross, no matter its intentions. Following the HCFA, government must formulate policies that both respect and utilize health care freedom. These policies can lower the costs and increase the effectiveness of Wyoming’s health care system.

The Wyoming Liberty Group has recently addressed the possible benefits of inter-
state health insurance compacts,\textsuperscript{51} and will soon publish a paper discussing a charity compacts model for replacing intrastate federal entitlement programs.\textsuperscript{52} A white paper detailing a competitive alternative to the entire health care system is also in its final editing stages.\textsuperscript{53} If the HCFA is ratified by the people, Wyoming will join other states in securing health care freedom from both federal and state incursion. By enacting innovative market-driven solutions after this is accomplished, Wyoming could serve as a leader in solving America’s health care crisis.

CONCLUSION

Wyoming’s Health Care Freedom Amendment will be placed on the ballot for popular vote in November 2012. It provides both a unique federal challenge and prevents state government from implementing its own all-encompassing public health program, exemplified by the ongoing boondoggle in Massachusetts. Its effects will be far-reaching. Credit is due to various legislators who drafted the amendment to be a lasting part of the Wyoming Constitution, and not merely a reaction to the federal PPACA. If the HCFA is ratified, it will only be the first step on the road to high-quality, affordable health care, but its statement of a fundamental right to make one’s own health care decisions will ensure that journey starts off on the right foot.
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